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Abstract  
Relevance of the development of the special software - defined data storage is due to the need 
to ensure the required security and stability of digital platforms and the imperfection of known 
models, methods, tools, server virtualization and distributed storage to work in conditions of 
growing security threats. Presented are the main results of solving the above problem based on 
software-defined approach (Software-Defined Storage), as well as author's models and methods 
of similarity of cloud computing in the framework of the federal project "Information Security" 
of the national program "Digital Economy of the Russian Federation”. It is important to note 
that this made it possible to develop and offer a special hypervisor for solving problems of 
dynamic control of the semantics of digital platforms functioning based on similarity invariants. 
To set up an optimal algorithm for the behavior of the program-defined repository of similarity 
and dimensional invariants, we have proposed the well-known methods of machine learning 
and depth learning. 
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1. Introduction 

There are two main classes of data storage systems (SDS) - traditional and Software-Defined Storage 
(SDS) systems. Both are high-performance software and hardware systems designed for data storage, 
characterized by high complexity of structure and behavior. 

As a rule, the traditional storage systems are universal and initially designed to solve a certain class 
of functional tasks in standard operating conditions. At the same time, they have good performance 
characteristics, including high values of performance and fault tolerance. Traditional storage is divided 
into network storage devices (Network Attached Storage, NAS) and storage networks (Storage Area 
Networks, SANs) [1-5,10-18]. The former are systems of many individual devices to work with files 
connected to each other by the local Ethernet network. The second form systems from disk arrays with 
the block access method and communicate with each other using a high-performance fiber-optic 
communication network, such as InfiniBand. Well-known traditional storage solutions include products 
from Dell EMC, IBM, NetApp and others.  

The basic functionality for data storage in software-defined SDS-systems is implemented by 
software, and the necessary hardware is selected from the list of compatible solutions. Among the main 
reasons for the emergence (approximately since 2016) and development of SDS-systems:  

• Ability to get rid of the hardware dependence of one or more manufacturers; 
• Flexibility to increase (or vice versa reduce) the computing resources used; 
• Ability to solve new functional problems; 
• Significant reduction of operating costs for operation and maintenance of these systems.  
In the conditions of digitalization and implementation of federal projects of the national program 

"Digital Economy of the Russian Federation", such factors as the need to work with large data (Big 
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Data), the increasing volume of cloud computing, the implementation of the object model of data storage 
and, of course, the rapid growth of security threats have greatly influenced the development of storage. 
One of the first solutions to meet the new storage requirements is Amazon Web Services (AWS), a cloud 
service based on the public cloud computing platform of the same name, with Amazon Simple Storage 
Service (Amazon S3) as its object storage. The first solution was followed by a number of similar ones, 
including Microsoft, Google, IBM and others. In 2015 IBM purchased Cleversafe startup with data 
storage object model, and then released on the storage market a corresponding solution called IBM 
Cloud Object Storage. Also known solutions are Hitachi Content Platform (HDS), Elastic Cloud 
Storage (Dell EMC) and Nautilus (Dell EMC) and others. For example, the solution Nautilus (Dell 
EMC) was one of the first to work with Internet streaming data of things (IoT/IIoT). According to 
experts, these solutions are best suited to work with poorly structured and unstructured data [6-9, 19-
24]. According to the estimates of analytical companies Gartner and IDC, the three leaders of SDS-
systems include solutions Dell EMC, IBM and VMware. 

Also, according to analysts, the market for SDS solutions will evolve towards improving the three 
main models of access and data storage, namely, file, block and object. Their average annual growth 
rates for the period from 2017 to 2020 were 10.5%, 7.5% and 16.2% respectively [23-25]. At the same 
time, hyper-converged SDS solutions, which are understood as solutions based on hyper-converged 
infrastructure (Hyper-converged infrastructure, HCI) - a highly integrated platform that accumulates all 
the necessary structures, resources and tools - computing, network and data storage proper - to solve the 
problems were in greater demand. High performance of hyper-converged SDS solutions is ensured by 
using flash arrays, hybrid storage model implementation, as well as integration with cloud computing 
orchestration systems. 

The known HCI solutions include: Nutanix, SimpliVity (part of HPE), ScaleIO from Dell EMC, 
VMware (vSphere - for server virtualization; vSAN - for creating high-performance hyper-converged 
storage for virtual machines on flash arrays and vCenter - for managing vSphere environments), NetApp 
and Cisco (FlexPod - for creating hyper-converged storage on Cisco equipment and NetApp SolidFire 
flash arrays) and others. Let us briefly consider the features of the above mentioned HCI solutions:  

VMwarev Sphere - is a platform for virtualizing information infrastructure of a typical digital 
enterprise (previously - VMware Infrastructure). The solution implies simultaneous use of ESXi-host 
(x86) and vCenter Server for their centralized management. The features of the solution include: high 
initial cost (expensive licenses), limited support for guest operating systems, dependence on external 
storage for fault-tolerance scenarios, expensive implementation of distributed storage - VMware VSAN, 
etc. 

Nutanix is a hyper-converged platform that supports VMware API for integration with data 
warehouses (VAAI). The features of this solution include high initial cost, limited set of server options 
and others.  

Simplivity - is a platform that is based on x86 servers, PCIe cards and proprietary FPGA hardware. 
Devices of this platform are delivered under the brand name OmniCube ™ and include computing tools, 
data storage and Ethernet hardware with VMware ESXi hypervisor. Features of the solution include high 
dependence on proprietary FPGA hardware, a limited set of supported server options and others.  

Rosplatform - one of the first domestic hyper-converged products that allows you to build appropriate 
platforms based on conventional (commodity) and relatively inexpensive servers with drives, greatly 
increasing the degree of useful use of equipment and the level of manageability of the platform as a 
whole. The features of this solution include high performance and scalability of distributed storage, 
support for virtualization in system containers, compatibility with OpenStack, compatibility with 
hardware (x86) of well-known manufacturers, a wide range of supported guest operating systems.  

2. Self-healing SDS solutions 

It was required to transform the observed data models into a special kind of model, which allows 
controlling the semantics of digital platforms under real operating conditions in order to solve the 
problem. For this purpose, the author's models and methods of similarity and dimensions were used [25-
32, 42-44]. This allowed us to propose and implement the following prospective concept for storing 
similarity and dimensional invariants ("three -in-one"):  
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• placement of data processing and storage models, in terms of likeness and dimensional 
invariants, on the same server nodes of Linux system containers; 

• use of hypervisor virtual machines for dynamic control of semantics of digital platforms 
functioning based on likeness and dimensional invariants; 

• accumulation and use of reference instances of similarity and dimensional invariants for prompt 
self-recovery of computations and prevention of transitions of digital platforms to irreversible 
catastrophic states under conditions of heterogeneous mass cyber-attacks by cybercriminals, including 
those previously unknown.  

Here the main idea is to build a system of relationships between the dimensions of processed and 
stored data as follows.  

Let each operator of some digital platform be represented as a sum of functions φ: 
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In this case, the provisions of the theory of dimensions and similarity [30-39] allow creating a system 
of requirements to the dimensions of xj, resulting from the following considerations (the record [X] 
stands for "dimensions of X"): 
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and after logarithmization:  
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u = 1, 2, …, r ;  s = 1, 2, …, (q–1).  
 
Then the necessary criterion of semantic correctness of the observed digital platform is the existence 

of a solution in which none of the variables (ln[xj]) is turned to zero. Here, to solve this problem one 
can use trivial equivalent equation transformations of the system recorded in the matrix form [42-44]. 

Let us now perform a critical analysis of possible variants of constructing the required SDS-system 
and propose a number of architectural solutions suitable for the task of storing likeness and dimensional 
invariants.  

At rare access to data archives in the form of likeness and dimension invariants for the purpose of 
dynamic control of semantics of functioning of digital platforms, these data can be stored on file servers. 
For example, in autonomous dual-controller storage systems or on local disks of distributed storage 
systems with multiple redundancy. However, it is not enough to work with the mentioned data in real 
time. It requires large capacity "active data warehouses" with high performance and continuous retrieval 
and storage requirements for reference likeness and dimensional invariants. Indeed, single-controller 
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solutions can lead to downtime risks, and dedicated hardware solutions (based on traditional NAS and 
SAN) will require significant support and maintenance resources. In addition, the operation of 
distributed storage systems will lead to long time delays and increase overhead due to the need to place 
multiple copies of data on the network nodes. 

In practice, the organization of similarity storage and dimensional invariants for dynamic control of 
the semantics of digital platforms has been compared with the tasks of organizing storage of virtual 
machines with a high transactional load (Online Transaction Processing, OLTP) and cloud hosting, as 
well as the organization of high-performance computing (HPC) and streaming video processing (Media 
& Entertainment, M&E). Here it was necessary to provide an active traffic to reference and observed 
similarity and dimensional invariants, and also to provide hundreds of terabytes of memory on disks for 
storage of "passports" of functioning of observed digital platforms and corresponding "memory 
snapshots". The I/O load each time differed greatly: by the volume of transmitted data, by the type of 
addresses (random/threaded), by read/write proportions, by transfer protocols, etc. Accordingly, it was 
necessary to have a flexible enough organization of the storage system of similarity and dimensional 
invariants, which differed both in terms of media sets and RAID algorithms and I/O interfaces.  

It should be noted that solving the task "on the forehead" by selecting special hardware data storage 
(based on traditional NAS and SANs) that meets the requirements of performance, reliability and fault 
tolerance will cost quite a lot (thousands and even millions of dollars). Therefore, it was decided to 
implement a suitable software model of data management [40, 41], the cost of which is an order of 
magnitude lower than that of traditional storage. At the same time, it became possible to make a free 
choice of data carriers, as well as ways to access them and storage scaling scenarios. In addition, it is 
possible to flexibly adjust performance and fault tolerance parameters, select service services, provide 
the required level of security and stability, etc. For example, a suitable alternative to hardware dual-
controller storage of similarity and dimensional invariants is a cluster of two storage servers with shared 
access to a single disk space. In this case, the container with disks (enclosure, in fact - JBOD) can be 
connected to the SAS HBA management servers via block direct access protocol (low latency, high 
bandwidth). In this case, the server software is responsible for working with logical data volumes, their 
backup, information recovery in case of disk failures, switching between cluster nodes and related 
services.  

Let us consider in detail possible variants of organizing software-defined storages of similarity and 
dimensional invariants for dynamic control of semantics of digital platforms functioning in conditions 
of growing security threats.   

 
Windows Server solution 2016 (2012) 
The peculiarities of such a solution include:  
- RAID - with Storage Spaces policy technology (2-way or 3-way mirror) provides performance at 

the hardware RAID 10 level; 
- Spaces - virtual disks collected from SSD/HDD logical pools provide high-capacity HDD for "cold" 

data, and high-performance SSD for "hot" data. Dynamic capacity allocation is supported; 
- Automatic Tiering - In a two-level SSD/HDD storage scheme, the file system in the background 

tracks access to blocks of data and on a set schedule (for example, once a day) moves popular blocks to 
a fast layer (SSD), with a granularity of 1 MB; 

- Write-back cache - smoothes write peaks to the virtual disk by SSDs from the pool, increasing 
IOPS performance; 

- SMB 3.0 - a network protocol that provides applications with access to third-party server data: 
shared files are presented to all nodes of the Scale-Out File Server (SOFS) cluster, and in case of 
failures, the client application is automatically serviced by the working nodes. (Microsoft recommends 
using direct RDMA memory access network adapters to offload server processors and reduce data access 
delays); 

- SOFS - provides data availability and continuity of file services: a cluster of servers applies for data 
in shared containers (Shared SAS JBOD); 

- Shared SAS JBOD - shared storage is used for server cluster on SSD/HDD disks. In this case, the 
capacity is increased by adding ordinary NL SAS disks to JBOD, as well as new JBODs with the whole 
disks (it is possible to use relatively inexpensive SAS-switches); in dedicated industrial storage, even 
the disks themselves will cost more: HDD - in times, SSD - by an order of magnitude. 
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Windows Server 2016 has the functionality of synchronous replication and distributed storage on the 
local disks of the Storage Spaces Direct server cluster. 

 
Jovian DSS based solution. 
The solution for storing likeness and dimensional invariants based on Jovian DSS is a Linux software 

(and ZFS file system). Here, the file system with built-in support for hybrid RAM/SSD/HDD pools 
provides high performance and scalability of the solution. At the same time, repositories of similarity 
and dimensional invariants are built into NAS and SAN environments and provide services related to 
volumetric data: dynamic capacity allocation, snapshots, compression, deduplication.  

Two servers on Intel Xeon E5 26xx processors and JBOD shared access are required to build a cluster 
of high availability data with NFS- and iSCSI-connection in the minimum configuration. The features 
of such a solution include: 

Scalability - 128-bit ZFS file system does not limit storage capacity with volumes up to a zetabyte 
on any number of disks (in JBOD storage clusters with a large number of capacitive disks 6-12 Gbit 
SAS is connected to management servers); 

Data security - RAID arrays (activated remotely via command line) handle failures of up to three 
disks at a time; an unlimited number of snapshots are supported, which is useful for disaster data 
recovery; 

Multi-layer caching - along with the file system, caching algorithms are inherited, and popular files 
are sent to one of the categories "frequently used" and "recently accessed" - separate caching areas in 
the RAM of the server nodes and to the SSD; 

Hybrid storage pools - utilize SSD I/O performance and high HDD capacity in a single management 
logic; 

On-the-fly data compression and deduplication - this is how to save disk space and reduce storage 
overhead (deduplication ratio can reach 3:1, when, for example, for 3TB of data recording 1TB of 
physical disk space is enough); 

Thin provisioning - virtual allocation of disk space allows you to increase storage capacity without 
reformatting, eliminates overspending of disks (they can be put into operation as needed); 

Environmental optimization - servers can be easily adapted to the external load and set of services: 
selection of processors, RAM capacity, SSD pools, network interfaces. 10-40 GB Ethernet allows coping 
with the “heaviest” requests and provides access to similarity variants and dimensions in the broadband 
range with minimal delays. 

 
ОС RAIDIX based solutions 
The horizontally scalable data storage of NetApp FAS or EMC Isilon level could be used to solve the 

task. NetApp internal file storage system with recording everywhere (Write Anywhere File Layout, 
WAFL) is characterized by high performance - both for files and block access data (SAN). This file 
system is deeply integrated with the RAID manager. For example, RAID-DP writes data in full stripes 
("random" writes are "sequential"), which provides "fast" RAID in striping mode with double parity 
(protection against simultaneous failure of two disks as in RAID 6). And with Flash Pool and Flash 
Cache technologies, an optimal balance of performance and capacity is achieved in hybrid systems with 
an SSD layer above the main HDD capacitive array. However, test results have shown that when an 
array is filled and data is highly fragmented in the form of similarity and dimensional invariants, there 
is some WAFL performance loss. Despite the operation of the background defragmentator ("garbage 
collector") under the OS, 10-30% of the space had to be left free for predictable performance of intensive 
recording. It was found that if reading and writing have similar organization, the performance drop is 
not noticeable, but in case of heterogeneity of data location in stream reading there were problems.  

Therefore, we decided to use the native RAIDIX operating system to organize a software-defined 
storage of similarity and dimensional invariants. The mentioned OS was created on the basis of the 
classic RAID (read-modify-write) approach and is characterized by high-speed algorithms of data 
storage and acceptable performance. For example, it provides performance of a RAID group with 
simultaneous failure of up to three disks (RAID 7.3) and even 32 simultaneously (RAID N+M) without 
hardware RAID controllers. The RAIDIX operating system demonstrates high speed of checksum 
calculation, high reliability and efficient use of useful disk space. At the same time, it allows storing 
and processing similarity and dimensional invariants on standard server hardware, using well-known 

https://www.raidix.ru/
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block (FC, iSCSI, SAS, InfiniBand) and file (SMB, NFS, AFP) access protocols. And to increase the 
productivity of transactional operations, SSD-caching is provided. 

3. Self-healing SDS clusters 

Figure 1 shows a variant of SDS solution based on Intel Xeon E5 16xx, which flexibly increase the 
required amount of RAM and connect the necessary peripherals. FC HBA (8-16Gb) (or 10-40 Gb 
Ethernet NIC) was used to integrate the SDS storage system of similarity and dimensional invariants 
into the network environment. 

 
Figure 1: An example of building a FC cluster to store likeness and dimensional invariants 

 
Since the volume of images of similarity invariants and "passports" of semantics of behavior of 

digital platforms can reach hundreds of terabytes (which are dozens of HDDs), we used SATA drives 
of corporate series (or related to them NL SAS). At the same time, the disks for storing the invariants of 
similarity were taken to an external JBOD - a dense container with duplicated I/O, power and ventilation 
modules. Here, multi-channel connection of JBOD to the head server ("controller") via SAS 6-12Gb 
guarantees minimal delays and wide access bandwidth to similarity invariants and dimensions stored on 
disks. 

In the presented variant of SDS solution, continuity of operation is ensured by RAIDIX Failover 
Cluster (FC or 40 GbE) - a high performance platform with high data availability (without a single point 
of failure). The "dual-controller" software-defined storage of similarity and dimensional invariants 
consists of two servers, to which JBOD of shared access was connected. Each controller can serve a 
different RAID group. In the Active-Active cluster, the nodes are connected by an interface with low 
latency FC, SAS 12 Gb or InfiniBand (the cache of both controllers is always synchronized and in a 
coherent state).  If one of the controllers is lost, it takes a few seconds to restore the SDS system. 

JBOD has two independent I/O modules with expanders-duplicators. Due to the dual connection of 
NL SAS drives, data on them is available when any I/O module is lost (as opposed to SATA on the same 
platform). In addition, NL SAS serve a greater depth of the queue than SATA, which gives an array 
performance gain with the same mechanics of hard drives (in terms of cost NL SAS drives practically 
do not differ from SATA of the same capacity). SAS protocol also includes integrity control of T10 CRC 
along the whole way of extraction of reference similarity and dimensional invariants, from disk to 
control unit (comparison and response to security incidents).  

Thus, FC 8-16Gb/s infrastructure is responsible for delivery and extraction of hybrid multithreaded 
similarity and dimensional invariants at consistently high speed (without failures). Embedding FC 
Storage Cluster RAIDIX in the existing environment significantly increased the storage volume of 
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similarity and dimensional invariants, and improved their overall processing performance. Dual-
channel FC HBA 8 or 16Gb/s were supplied to the cluster nodes, the array as a block access device 
(LUN) was introduced into the SAN and automatically configured to solve the task of dynamic control 
of semantics of digital platforms based on similarity and dimensional invariants. The metadata controller 
allowed assigning access rights to groups of administrators of the considered solution. 

 

 
Figure 2: An example of building a NAS cluster to store similarity and dimensional invariants 

 
A variant of the data storage solution for similarity and dimensional invariants based on the NAS 

cluster is shown in Figure 2. This solution used relatively inexpensive computing and network devices 
10-40 Gb/s (with the prospect of replacement by devices up to 100 Gb/s). From the previous version of 
the storage solution based on FC-cluster this solution differs in external interfaces (put 10-40 Gb 
Ethernet NICs) and file exchange protocols (SMB, NFS, AFP). The server nodes of the two solutions 
considered are identical: Shared SAS JBOD is connected to the cluster nodes (Table 1). 

 
Table 1 
Adaptation of storage clusters of similarity invariants for block and file access 

Scecification FC cluster NAS cluster (Ethernet 40 GB) 
Cluster node 
Central processor  1 × Intel Xeon Е5-1620 v3 (4 × 3,5 Ghz) 
Сore memory 4 × 16 GB DDR4-2133 reg 
Hard disk connection 

interface 
SAS 

SAS-controller LSI SAS НВА 9302-16е 
Network controller АТТО 16 Gbit/s Dual 

Channell FC НВА  
 

Mellanox ConnectX-3 Pro 
EN NIC, Dual  

40/56 Gbit Ethernet 
Entry SAS JBOD 60 
JBОD  HGST 4U60 Storage Enclosure 60×80 Tbytes 
Hardware capacity 480 Tbytes 

 
Performance test results of two designed and built clusters (FC and NAS) are shown in Figure 3 (AJA 

System Test 2.1 and IO Meter 2008.06.18RC2 tests were used to simulate single and multithreaded load). 
The second group of tests measured performance with two 512K/1M/8M block size initiators. 
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Figure 3: Cluster performance test results (FC and NAS) for storing likeness and dimensional 
invariants 

 
A solution based on clusters of several nodes 
The functionality of traditional file systems was not enough to accomplish this task. Here are the 

known limitations of classic file systems: 
- metadata and data are stored in the same partitions; 
- files are "smeared" into partitions, and access delays occur; 
- mechanism to prevent defragmentation is absent; 
- lack of scalability by size, performance, number of files, folder nesting, etc.; 
- "non-native" cross-platform. 
It was necessary to use cluster file systems, including Hyper FS from Scale Logic, which provided 

high scalability and simultaneous access to data from different operating systems (in particular, through 
file gateways). As a result, a technical solution (Figure 3) was designed and implemented for storing 
similarity and dimensional invariants based on RAIDIX software and the Hyper FS cluster file system, 
which allowed organizing a single address space for block and file access.  

The advantages of the obtained solution are as follows: 
- up to 4 billion files in one directory; 
- up to 4096 partitions, which can be combined into one FS; 
- lack of a single point of failure; 
- dynamic file system extension in terms of capacity and performance without downtime; 
- support for the latest versions of popular operating systems - Mac/Windows/Linux. 
It is important to note that Hyper FS for SAN has allowed transforming multiple file systems or iSCSI 

disk arrays into a storage cluster that supports simultaneous editing and playback of data from multiple 
client machines, provides high performance and shared access within a single namespace. The system 
has an optional metadata controller (MDC) with redundancy structure, full redundancy SAN structure 
with metadata mirroring and supports multiple path configuration in Fibre Channel and iSCSI 
environments. At the same time, it does not have a single point of failure and provides high stability of 
similarity and dimensional invariants storage. 
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Figure 4: Example of a SDS system based on RAIDIX software and a cluster file system Hyper FS 

 
The use of Scale-Out NAS systems for dynamic control of digital platforms semantics (Figure 4) 

allowed to create consolidation up to 64 nodes in a cluster with simultaneous access via different 
protocols (SMB v2/v3, NFS v3/v4, FTP/FTPS, HTTP/HTTPS/WebDAV) and load balancing between 
nodes (Round-Robin, Connection Count, Load Node), as well as support for Active Directory. 

Essentially, it became possible to extend the functions of the SDS-system, namely, to offer the 
following additional services: 

- optimization of the system for large and small files; 
- support for user and folder quotas; 
- SNMP monitoring over SNMP for SONG and MDC; 
- LDAP/Active Directory support - the ability to use the local user base or integrate with Active 

Directory; 
- possibility to use ACL on all supported operating systems. 
Thus, the solution based on RAIDIX and HyperFS is characterized by high performance, single 

address space, simultaneous access via different protocols, low latency, high extensibility, file and block 
access to similarity invariants. 

 

 
Figure 5: Example of a SDS system based on RAIDIX software and Scale-Out NAS 

 
The proposed approach uses the multiple storage nodes (Data storage), dynamically allocating 

information between them and balancing the load; architecture - to add to the system new storage nodes 
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on demand, without the need to transfer data and change the configuration of the system. A clear 
advantage of this solution is the ability to simultaneously handle data stored on one or more storage 
devices and from a large number of workstations at the block level and with high performance, which 
is impossible in a classic SAN architecture. On the whole, the RAIDIX software solution in combination 
with the Hyper FS file system meets the requirements in terms of speed and fault tolerance, and provides 
simultaneous parallel operation with hybrid similarity invariants and dimensions. The solution also 
minimizes the cost of hardware upgrades when creating storage clusters, expanding the existing 
infrastructure horizontally without downtime or performance degradation. 

 
Solution based on virtualization cluster on VMware 
Today server virtualization is one of the most effective ways to deploy most private and public 

clouds, development and testing environments, and enterprise applications. It reduces the cost of 
ownership of the system by saving on power and space occupied, eliminate dependence on specific 
branded hardware and increase uptime. 

Let us list the following features of the proposed solution (Figure 5): 
- Various connection protocols are used to connect VMware ESXi and data storage: FCP, iSCSI, NFS. 

Virtual machines (VM) can use the corresponding files (configuration and vDISKs). VMware 
functions related to data storage (VMotion, VMware DRS, VMware HA and VMware Storage 
VMotion) can be used;  

- Achieved performance depends on the server used for data storage (RAID controller and disk 
functions). The maximum possible hardware bandwidth is supported. Scalability elasticity is 
achieved without loss of speed as the number of virtual machines and parallel highly loaded data 
streams increases; 

- Good compatibility: VMware ESX 5.0/5.1/5.5/6.0 and higher virtualization platforms are supported; 
KVM (Kernel-based Virtual Machine); RHEV (Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization), Microsoft Hyper-
V Server, XenServer. 
 

 
 

Figure 6: SDS system for storage of similarity and dimensional invariants based on VMware and 
RAIDIX software 

 
Here the solution hardware infrastructure includes 10 Supermicro servers with Broadcom HBA cards 

and Mellanox InfiniBand adapters. ISCSI over InfiniBand is chosen as the fastest way to synchronize in 
this configuration. ISCSI over Ethernet was used for automatic provisioning. 

The proposed solution uses three RAID 6i partitions and on average three LUNs per partition on each 
server. All servers have VMware ESXi 5.1 and VCenter 5.1 with virtual machines (VM). The VMs serve 
as data storage for special applications, backup servers, file servers and more. 

The selected configuration ensures efficient processing of random data and high reliability. In 
general, the solution is characterized: 
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• fail-safe storage of reference likeness and dimensional invariants; 
• flexible virtualization of existing information infrastructure; 
• high performance of transactional applications; 
• high availability of data - "three nines" (P = 0.999). 
 

4. Conclusion 

The development of a software-defined data warehouse was carried out under the federal project 
"Information Security" of the national program "Digital Economy of the Russian Federation". In the 
course of the work, the possible variants of SDS-solutions for storing similarity and dimensional 
invariants were designed and implemented in order to introduce the semantics dynamic control of 
typical digital platforms functioning of the Russian Federation digital economy. The proposed options 
of SDS-solutions flexibly and more efficiently use servers of different types in the following main 
modes: hyper-convergence, computing virtualization, data storage. 

Hyper-convergence. The servers simultaneously install components of computing virtualization, 
storage, local disks and others. Servers are assembled into local clusters with the ability to access the 
cloud. A special client refers to the storage of similarity and dimensional invariants using internal 
protocols, eliminating the need to create classic iSCSI-targeting. 

Computing Virtualization. Diskless servers deliver their computing power using the cloud as a virtual 
machine environment. This scheme maintains the required level of computing power, and if necessary, 
adds the storage capacity of similarity and dimensional invariants. 

Storage of data. Local hard drives are used to increase total cloud storage capacity. This scheme is 
necessary if you want to increase storage capacity at the expense of relatively inexpensive low-power 
servers filled with physical disks. 

It is important that this approach, in contrast to other well-known approaches to organizing software-
defined data storage, ensures the required security and stability of the information infrastructure of 
modern digital enterprises in conditions of growing security threats, including organizing work on a 
level above the computers, network equipment, storage network and means of cybersecurity and fault 
tolerance - the above devices and means have become software-defined components. Such software 
configuration of management (based on the methods of Machine Learning and Deep Learning) itself 
decides on which nodes to physically place the software-defined components, monitors the "health" of 
components of the information infrastructure in a heterogeneous mass cyber attacks of attackers 
(including previously unknown), decommissions unusable and connects new components of the said 
infrastructure. At the same time, security administrators only set basic configuration parameters, and 
the system independently determines on which physical nodes to place the necessary resources 
(computing, network and data storage) and how to manage them automatically. 

Further research areas should be included: 
• Development of trusted SMART hypervisors (Storage Hypervisor), which can be run and fine-

tuned based on the methods of Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning (DL) - to solve the task in a 
controlled critical infrastructure on servers, virtual machines, within classic hypervisors and in the 
storage network;  

• Creation of special system software on open source, Storage Virtual Software, eliminating 
dependence on specific manufacturers and providing open, secure and scalable data management to 
ensure the required security and stability;  

• Development of application software, Control Planes, responsible for creation, configuration, 
maintenance of storage policies and broadcasting them to lower levels of resources and services to solve 
the problem of dynamic control of the semantics of typical digital platforms of the Digital Economy of 
the Russian Federation;  

• Creation of additional services of safe and efficient use of similarity and dimensional invariants, 
Data Services, to ensure the required level of information security and cyber resilience. 
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